LERNER

NYPL's Hebraica Cataloging Standards
Our aim is to input complete "9114" cata loging category (CC) records as defined by the Research Libraries Group (see note). An example of an original NYPL Hebraica record coded 9114 is in Figure 1 .
We do make some modifications in line with changes in standards that have been contemplated in the course of the last few years, such as assigning a parallel MARC (Machine-Readable Cataloging) tag 1 xx (main entry) for a non-parallel vernacular form of entry, i.e., where the Roman head ing is not a systematic romanization of the Hebrew heading.
In deriving records with a CC value of "9994" (the second position of 9 indicates that the record does not meet any RLG level of cataloging, and the third position of 9 indicates that the record does not meet any RLG level of content designa tion), we aim to provide a romanized MARC field 245 (title statement), includ ing :t:a (title proper) and :f:b (remainder of title); :t:c, the statement of responsibility, can remain unromanized because we input the author's name in Latin charac ters in field 1 xx (main entry) or in field 7xx (added entries). An NYPL record illustrat ing these points is in Figure 2 .
Although some catalogers have argued that romanization need not be provided beyond the title proper-following the LC Hebraica card model, we romanize sub title, field 245 :f:b, because in so many in stances this element is descriptive of the nature of the book itself.
To derived records we add, as required: complete collation, appropriate subject headings, added entries, and notes deemed necessary to fully describe the nature of the book's contents and to aid . the reader in the choice and use of the volume. The en hancement of a derived record is illustrated in Figure 3 .
Note
The cataloging category, or CC value, is a re quired four-digit numeric code identifying the level of RLIN or NYPL authority control; the level of cataloging under which the record was prepared; the level of content designation contained in the record; and the original source of the machine readable record.
An example of a CC value is 9114. The first posi tion was never implemented, so the value is always 9. The second position of 1 indicates that the record meets RLG's full level of cataloging. A 9 in this position indicates that the record does not meet any RLG level of cataloging.
The third position of 1 indicates that the record meets RLG's full level of content designation, item in hand. A 9 in this position indicates that the record does not meet any RLG level of content designation.
The fourth position of 4 indicates that the origi nal source of the machine-readable record is RLG member cataloging (input online). , 1975 , . (ANSI 239.25-1975 . , .
